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The Effects of Cross-Sectional Geometry on
Wave-Induced Loads for Underwater Vehicles
Joseph T. Klamo , Member, IEEE, Kathryn I. Yeager , Colin Y. Cool, Travis M. Turner , and Young W. Kwon
Abstract—This article investigates the role that cross-sectional
geometry plays on the magnitude and phase of wave-induced linear
loads experienced by an underwater vehicle operating near the
surface. A towing tank with wave making capabilities is used to
measure the wave-induced forces and moments on various cross-
sectional shapes experimentally. These are compared to predic-
tions we made using a framework that can handle non-body-of-
revolution geometries. In many cases, our experimental results
were the opposite of the theoretical predictions. For instance, ac-
cording to the predictions, for long wavelengths, the aspect ratio of
a rectangle should not influence the linear heave force. However, we
found that the heave force was proportional to the planform area of
the rectangle. This study is a systematic investigation of the effects
that changing the cross-sectional shape from a body-of-revolution
to either a square, rectangular, or asymmetric shape, has on the
wave-induced loads.
Index Terms—Near-surface operation, underwater vehicle,
wave-induced loads.
I. INTRODUCTION
UNMANNED underwater vehicles (UUVs) are increas-ingly being used for a multitude of tasks, both commer-
cially and militarily. These tasks include remote sensing, com-
munication networking, data sampling, and ocean exploration.
As the number and scope of these missions increases, the likeli-
hood of needing to operate near the surface also increases. Un-
fortunately, this results in the vehicle experiencing free surface
effects and wave-induced loads that can degrade the vehicle’s
performance and are difficult to predict as discussed in [1]. In
the best case scenario, this degraded performance will decrease
the vehicle’s endurance and range. In the worst case scenario, it
could render the vehicle unable to perform the required tasks due
to unacceptably large vehicle motions or even exposure on the
surface due to broaching. Therefore, an understanding of how to
minimize the effects of wave-induced loads is critical to ensure
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UUVs do not suffer degraded performance when operating near
the surface in a seaway.
Previous investigations produced analytic solutions for the
wave-induced loads problem by considering an inviscid fluid and
a single regular wave. These theoretical results can be used to
gain insight into how the cross section of an underwater vehicle
may impact the severity of the loads. Collectively, Dean [2],
Ursell [3], [4], and Ogilvie [5] determined expressions for the
linear first-order forces and nonlinear second-order mean forces
on a circle that was fixed, forced to oscillate, and free to respond
to the forcing. One can explore the potential role that diameter
plays on the magnitude of wave-induced loads, but since the
solutions covered only a 2-D circle, the applicability of extend-
ing these insights to a 3-D circular cylinder UUV is unknown.
Cummins [6] derived integral expressions for the linear first-
order forces and moments on an underwater vehicle, whereas
Wilmott [7], using asymptotic expansions, derived the nonlinear
second-order mean heave force. Although these results were for
3-D bodies with varying cross-sectional areas, they still had to be
bodies-of-revolution, which restricted the cross-sectional shape
to be circular. Newman [8] and Lee and Newman [9] derived
expressions for the linear first-order loads and the nonlinear
second-order mean heave force and pitching moment on an
underwater vehicle, respectively. Even though their results are
applicable to vehicles with arbitrary cross-sectional shapes, the
radiation potential at large distances from the body is needed
to determine the linear loads and the transverse and vertical
2-D sectional added masses of the shape are required for the
nonlinear ones. For canonical cross-sectional shapes, the values
of these added mass terms for an infinite fluid are known.
Although these expressions can be used to gain insight into
the role that cross-sectional shape plays on the nonlinear loads,
they were never compared to experimental measurements to
assess the impact that the underlying assumptions, such as a
deeply submerged and slender body, have on the accuracy of the
expressions.
Numerous simulations have been run to examine the wave-
induced loads on underwater vehicle as well. Simulations that
allow for various input geometries could be used to study
the effects of cross-sectional shape. Pinkster [10] numerically
calculated the mean and low-frequency second-order forces
and moments on different bodies using 3-D potential theory.
One geometry was a fully submerged circular cylinder, but
the other body was a semisubmersible. This makes comparing
the two results difficult due to surface effects present for the
semisubmersible. Crook [11] performed simulations to estimate
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright.
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the nonlinear second-order mean loads due to regular waves
using a source panel method. As part of the study, he did examine
geometry effects. However, the general cross-sectional shape of
his baseline vehicle, the DARPA SUBOFF, remained the same
and instead he only varied the overall length and maximum
diameter. Tolliver [12] included first-order and second-order
wave loads in his simulations examining different control theory
strategies for submarine near surface operation. Ananthakrish-
nan and Zhang [13] simulated the 2-D surge and heave forces
for an underwater vehicle using a finite-difference method.
They only looked at one geometry, the Ocean EXplorer class
(OEX) of autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) developed
at Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, FL, USA, that were
based on the Gertler #4145 model, which was a streamlined
body-of-revolution shape. Fang et al. [14] undertook six-degree-
of-freedom simulations of an underwater vehicle ascending or
descending near the surface. They used the Naval Postgradu-
ate School AUV II, which has a rectangular cross section, as
their geometry, but did not compare their results to a typical
body-of-revolution shape. Jones et al. [15] used ANSYS CFX
to perform simulations of the wave-induced loads on a square
cross-sectional body with flat face end caps in regular waves,
but no other cross-sectional shapes were explored. Carrica
et al. [16], [17] used the CFD code REX to simulate a Joubert
BB2 geometry submarine operating near the surface in calm
water and waves. As part of their investigation, they exam-
ined the linear first-order oscillating and nonlinear second-order
mean heave force and pitching moment as a function of wave
amplitude in various sea states.
Various experimental efforts have also measured the wave-
induced loads on underwater vehicles. Cummins [18] presented
the experimental measurements taken at the Stevens Institute of
Technology, Hoboken, NJ, USA, on a Guppy submarine that he
compared against his linear theory results. Henry et al. [19]
experimentally measured the loads on a body-of-revolution
series-58 hull. Unfortunately, both sets of experimental data
contain larger than desired uncertainty as noted by the au-
thors. More recently, Turner et al. [20] experimentally measured
the linear first-order loads from single-component waves and
Whitmer et al. [21] did the same for two-component waves.
Both of these studies used bodies with circular cross sections
and hemispheric end caps. However, all of these experimental
efforts only considered one vehicle geometry each and they
were all circular cross-sectional shapes. Besides performing
numeric simulations, both Pinkster [10] and Jones et al. [15] also
undertook experimental measurements of the loads on their body
geometries to examine the accuracy of their results. Although
useful for simulation validation, by matching the simulation
geometries, no geometry effects were explored. Driven by the
box-ish shape of typical remotely operated vehicles (ROVs), a
square cross-sectional shape is occasionally tested as well. Inoue
et al. [22] performed experiments to qualitatively explore the
wave-induced forces and moments on an ROV by focusing on
the twisting response of the vehicle. Their vehicle was a typical
ROV shape and they considered the effects that changing the fins
and covers had. While the study did cover multiple variations
Fig. 1. ARIES AUV on display at the Naval Postgraduate School; courtesy of
ENS Bennitt Hermsen.
to the basic geometry, by only measuring the amount of vehicle
twist, just the general magnitude of the loads can be inferred.
Sayer [23] experimentally measured the heave forces on both
an ROV shape and a cube. Both geometries were quite similar
since the focus was on the accuracy of Morison’s equation at
predicting the loads. Khalil [24] did explore geometry effects by
experimentally measuring the surge and heave force time history,
and reporting the mean loads, for both a circular and square
cylinder geometry. The body axis was parallel to the wave crest,
representing a beam seas condition, but only two wavelengths
were examined. He observed large differences in the mean heave
forces on the two geometries when their top surfaces were at
the calm water level, meaning that as the trough of the wave
passed, they were not fully submerged. For deeper depths of
submergence, the mean heave forces on the two geometries were
similar.
The majority of the previous analytical, numerical, and ex-
perimental work exploring wave-induced loads on underwater
vehicle has focused on the canonical shape of a slender body
of revolution. However, a number of UUV designs involve
non-body-of-revolution geometries. An early UUV designed
and built at the Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA, USA,
utilized a rectangular cross section. The design evolved over
time and grew in physical size, from AUV I [25], to AUV II
[26], [27], to finally ARIES AUV [28]. However, throughout
the evolution, the rectangular cross section remained with aspect
ratios that varied between 1.6 and 2.0. Fig. 1 shows an image of
the ARIES AUV on display at the Naval Postgraduate School.
A popular commercially available ROV is the Blue Robotics
BlueROV2. It also has a rectangular cross section with an aspect
ratio of 1.33 and a length of 47.5 cm (18 in). Gabl et al. [29]
tested the vehicle and measured the loads it experiences due to
waves and current. To address current needs in the large and
extra large displacement UUV sizes, an emerging solution is
the Boeing Echo Voyager. Although it has rounded corners, the
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actual midbody cross-sectional shape of this vehicle is a square,
measuring 2.6 m (8.5 ft) on each side. To address the desire for
high maneuverability in a UUV, Chen et al. [30] proposed a new
design named the autonomous underwater helicopter (AUH).
The design of the AUH resembles a thin disc with a bulge
in the center. The important aspect of the AUH, as it relates
to this study, is that it has a large planform area much like a
high aspect ratio rectangle. All of these non-body-of-revolution
designs cause the validity of using the canonical shape results
to make performance predictions unknown.
This experimental investigation is unique in that it is a sys-
tematic study looking at the effects that aspect ratio and cross-
sectional symmetry play, individually, on the wave-induced
loads, which can impact vehicle performance. In this study, we
consider three different rectangular aspect ratios, AR, or widths
to heights, of 4, 1, and 1/4 and three different cross-sectional
symmetries, a circle, square, and half-circle half-square. We
also cover a large majority of the operating depths where wave-
induced loads are present; from the very near surface where the
vehicle barely remains fully submerged down to a depth where
the loads become quite small.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION
A. Tow Tank and Wavemaker
The experiments were performed in the wave generating tow
tank at the Naval Postgraduate School. A brief description of
the facility is provided below while Klamo et al. [31] provided
a more thorough explanation. The tow tank has a total length
of 10.973 m (36 ft) with a cross section of 0.914 m (3 ft) wide
by 1.219 m (4 ft) deep. The nominal water depth in the tank is
0.914 m (3 ft). The tow tank is made from aluminum plates and
Plexiglass panels are incorporated along the length of one side.
This permits for underwater observation during testing.
The wavemaker is a vertically plunging wedge design. It
consists of a pair of vertical rails, a support frame, and the
wedge. The wedge is constructed from thin aluminum plates
welded together and then coated with black rubber sealant to
prevent corrosion and leaks. The wedge is slightly shorter than
the width of the tank, has a 35° interior angle from the vertical,
and is 61.0 cm (2 ft) tall.
The support frame attaches to the interior of the wedge and
oscillates on the vertical rails that are attached directly to the
top of the tow tank. A MOOG Animatics MT electric motor
(SM34165MT), an E-Drive L-TAC LS long stroke ball screw
linear actuator (LS204-24), and a Modusystems Pulse/Dir motor
controller (MAC-2TC) drive the support frame according to a
desired input trajectory.
A two-layered wave-absorbing beach, inclined at an angle of
roughly 12°, is positioned at the opposite end of the tow tank
from the wavemaker. Perforated acrylic sheets 1.219 m (4 ft)
in length with 9.525-mm (3/8-in) diameter staggered holes are
used for each layer of the beach. A wooden frame holds the two
layers together and spans the gap between the edges of the beach
and the interior tank walls. By generating a short pulse of waves
and then measuring their original and reflected amplitudes, we
Fig. 2. Model geometries used for the aspect ratio study; from left to right,
AR of 4, 1, and 1/4. Denoted in subsequent figures as horizontal, H, square, S,
and vertical, V. (a) Photos of the aspect ratio study models including their end
caps. (b) Schematic of the aspect ratio study models showing their dimensions.
estimated the amount of wave energy reflected from the beach
is less than 1% over the range of wavelengths used in this study.
B. Models
For the aspect ratio portion of the study, we tested rectangular
cross-sectional shaped models that had three different aspect
ratios. The first model was a square cross-sectional cylinder,
AR = 1, with side lengths of 10.16 cm (4 in). The second model
was a 20.32 cm wide by 5.08 cm tall (8 × 2 in) horizontal
rectangle with AR = 4. The third model was simply the second
model rotated 90° about the longitudinal axis. This created a
model that was a 5.08 cm wide by 20.32 cm tall (2 × 8 in)
vertical rectangle with AR = 1/4. All three models had circular
cylinder end caps. Fig. 2(a) shows photos of these three different
geometries, whereas Fig. 2(b) shows a schematic of the cross-
sectional dimensions of the models.
For the symmetry portion of this investigation, we tested three
different cross-sectional shaped models as well. The first was a
11.43-cm (4.5-in) diameter circular cylinder with hemispheric
end caps. The second model was the same square cylinder model
from the aspect ratio study. The third was an asymmetric model
that was created by attaching a half-square piece to the top of
the circular cylinder model. The asymmetric model used the
same hemispheric end caps as the circular model. A large-radius
fillet was applied to the front face of the half-square piece so
that it more smoothly transitioned into the hemispheric end
cap. Fig. 3(a) shows the three different geometries used for the
symmetry study. In the image, the half-square top portion of
the asymmetric model has been moved back to clearly show the
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Fig. 3. Model geometries used for symmetry study; from left to right, body-
of-revolution, symmetric, and asymmetric. Denoted in subsequent figures as C,
S, and A. (a) Photos of the symmetry study models including their end caps.
Note that the top portion of the asymmetric model has been slid back in the photo
to clearly show the circular cylinder underneath. (b) Schematic of the symmetry
study models showing their dimensions.
circular cylinder underneath. During testing, the half-square top
was flush against the edge of the end cap. Fig. 3(b) is a schematic
of the model shapes with their dimensions and also more clearly
shows the cross-sectional shape of the asymmetric model.
We define an effective diameter for the square and rectangular
models as the diameter of a circle that has the same area. The
width and height dimensions of the square and rectangular
models were then selected so that their cross-sectional areas
matched the cross-sectional area of the canonical circular model.
This made the effective diameter of the square and rectangular
models identical to the actual diameter of the circular model.
The cross-sectional area of the models was also chosen to
minimize the effects of blockage while still allowing for mea-
surable loads on the model. For these models, the blockage ratio,
defined as model cross-sectional area to the water cross-sectional
area, is 1.23%. Along with the blockage ratio, the fact that the
flow is not a uniform constant velocity incoming flow, like in
a recirculating wind or water tunnel, should also be acknowl-
edged. Instead, the fluid has an oscillating velocity due to the
orbital motion of the fluid particles and decreases with depth.
Finally, previous experimentally measured wave-induced loads
on circular cylinder models of the same cross-sectional area as
these agreed with theoretical and numerical results that assumed
an unbounded fluid domain. Therefore, we feel that the effect of
the blockage was negligible for this study.
Each of the model geometries were tested at two different
lengths, a total overall length of 1.143 m (45 in) and 57.150 cm
(22.5 in). This resulted in a length-to-diameter ratioL∗ of 10 and
5 for the models. Since the frequency range of the wavemaker
is fixed, the two model lengths allowed for a wider range of
nondimensional wavelengths to be tested. The longer models
all used parallel midbody sections of extruded aluminum 6061
tube with a wall thickness of 3.175 mm (1/8 in). The shorter
models used parallel midbody sections of polycarbonate with
a wall thickness of 3.175 mm also. The hemisphere end caps,
circular cylinder end caps, and half-square top pieces were all
made of polycarbonate as well. A Fortus 400mc 3-D printer was
used to produce all the polycarbonate pieces.
No alterations to the extruded aluminum or as-printed poly-
carbonate surface finishes were undertaken. The only surface
features on the models were sets of bleed holes, spaced at regular
intervals around the circumference, and located at multiple loca-
tions along the length of the models. The bleed holes were advan-
tageous since all the models were hollow and free-flooding. The
bleed holes were 3.175 mm (1/8 in) in diameter and ensured that
no air was trapped in the model after submerging it and allowed
for easy draining after testing. In previous experiments, we
tested identical models made from both commercially purchased
aluminum 6061 or 3-D printed polycarbonate and observed no
measurable difference in wave-induced loads on the models.
Since the surface finish and roughness of these two materials
are quite different, we believe that the actual surface roughness
of the model and any surface feature, such as bleed holes, have
very little effect on the wave-induced loads, especially at zero
forward speed.
C. Testing Fixture
A sting style test fixture held each model fixed in the tow
tank during testing. The horizontal component of the sting was
a 3.175-cm (1.25-in) diameter aluminum tube with a 3.175-mm
(1/8-in) thickness. The stern end cap of each model had a
clearance hole that let the sting extend into the interior of the
models and allowed for an attachment point near the midpoint of
the models using a collar. The exposed horizontal portion of the
sting, aft of the model, was approximately 16.510 cm (6.5 in) in
length. The vertical component of the sting was a 2.54-cm-wide
by 3.81-cm-thick (1.0 by 1.5 in) anodized aluminum rectangular
bar. The bar was 1.054 m (41.5 in) long and had holes drilled
every 2.54 cm (1 in) to accurately locate the depth of the models.
In prior testing, we looked at the effect of the slight flow
disruption caused by the presence of the vertical sting piercing
the free surface. We performed an experimental investigation in
which we placed a circular cylinder and then a symmetric foil
shape over the vertical sting to change the flow disruption and
reflection angles of the passing wave. We found that the differ-
ences between the measured loads on the submerged body for
the three different sting setups were less than our measurement
uncertainty.
We attached the vertical bar to a machined aluminum U-
channel using two L-shaped brackets to provide rigidity. The
U-channel had machined holes to attach one face of a load cell.
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Fig. 4. Sting style test fixture with a circular model attached.
Since this investigation only considered zero forward speed, the
other face of the load cell was attached to a stationary bridge that
spanned the tow tank transversely and was situated above it. By
using the bridge, the model and load cell were isolated from
the vibrations of the tow tank and wavemaker, greatly reducing
the higher frequency noise in the load cell channels. The test rig
design places the load cell directly above the centerline of model
and at its longitudinal midpoint. The vertical distance between
the load cell and the model varied for each model depth tested.
Fig. 4 shows the test fixture suspended beneath the stationary
bridge with the circular model attached in the tow tank.
Although the test fixture was made as rigid as possible, a
small amount of flex existed in the setup. The desired pitch angle
of the model was 0°, but the cantilevered nature of the longer
L∗ = 10 models resulted in them being pitched slightly down.
We estimated a slight downward static pitch angle of 0.08° for
the model by noting the difference in the submergence depths
of the bow and stern. Any difference between the submergence
depth of the bow and stern for the shorter L∗ = 5 model was
less than the 1.5875-mm (1/16-in) accuracy of our measuring
device. The desired yaw angle of the model was also 0°. After
assembly of the test fixture, we estimated that the U-channel was
yawed approximately 0.1° toward port by noting the difference
in the distance from the channel to each side of the tow tank. We
assumed the model was yawed approximately the same amount.
D. Instrumentation
Senix ToughSonic 14 ultrasonic probes measured the incom-
ing wave elevation at three locations in the tank. The probes sat
near the centerline of the tank and approximately 29.210 cm
(11.5 in) above the calm water surface. The 10-V output range
of each probe was configured to cover a measurement range of
12.70–38.10 cm (5–15 in). The probe measurement uncertainty
Fig. 5. Schematic drawing showing the setup of the model and wave probes
along with dimensions.
was roughly 1 mm (0.039 in) and driven by the sensor mea-
surement repeatability. The ultrasonic output from the sensors
creates a roughly 12° conical shape, which for our test setup
resulted in a circular footprint with a radius of 3.073 cm (1.21 in)
on the calm water surface. To measure the incoming wave profile
far enough in front of the models, we positioned the three probes
76.20, 96.52, and 116.84 cm (30, 38, and 46 in) ahead of the
midpoint of each model. Fig. 5 is a schematic that shows a top
view of the wave probe location relative to the model.
A single three-axis AMTI MC3A load cell measured the
forces and moments on the models during testing. The excitation
voltage and gain of each channel are able to be set independently.
We configured the six channels to obtain the highest resolution
and signal to noise ratio possible while maintaining an ade-
quate measurement range. An AMTI Gen5 amplifier and signal
conditioner handled the independent channel settings and fully
conditioned the analog output voltage to include compensation
for cable length effects.
Before testing, we measured the accuracy of the load cell. This
involved putting known weights on the model and measuring the
output from the load cell. A detailed description of the process
is described in [20]. The uncertainty on the heave force was
estimated at 0.89 N (0.2 lb), whereas the uncertainty in the
pitch moment was 0.28 N·m (2.5 in·lb). These results represent
the minimum uncertainties since they correspond to static mea-
surement conditions. During actual testing, the uncertainties are
assumed to be slightly larger and better captured by considering
the variability in repeated and neighboring test points.
A National Instruments universal serial bus (USB) data acqui-
sition board (USB-6363, X Series) sampled the analog output
voltages from the load cell and ultrasonic probes. A laptop
computer (Dell Precision 17 7000 Series) collected the data
through a USB connection. A custom-written MATLAB script,
utilizing the data acquisition toolbox functions, controlled the
data collection process.
III. TEST PROCEDURES
This study considered three model centerline depths d of
17.145, 22.86, and 34.29 cm (6.75, 9.0, 13.5 in). These depths
corresponded to centerline depth-to-diameter ratios d∗ of 1.5,
2.0, and 3.0. A single desired waveheight of 5.08 cm (2 in) was
used throughout the study. The three probes ahead of the model
were used to assess the quality of the incoming wave and ensure
that the appropriate waveheight was achieved during each test
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Fig. 6. Summary of measured incoming waveheights ahead of each model
during testing. C: circle; S: square; A: asymmetric; H: horizontal; V: vertical.
run. Fig. 6 shows the distribution of mean waveheights, grouped
by model geometry, measured during testing. The waveheights
shown are the mean values from the measurements of the three
probes for each run. The figure shows that the distribution of
achieved waveheights for each model is centered around the de-
sired waveheight for this investigation. The mean waveheight for
the entire test was 4.98 cm, and assuming a normal distribution,
95% of the waveheights fell between 4.44 and 5.52 cm (1.75 and
2.17 in). The consistent distribution of achieved waveheights for
each of the models ensures that the results are not biased by
testing each geometry with a different waveheight.
Roughly 30 different wave frequencies were tested from
0.82 to 1.70 Hz. These frequencies and resultant wavelengths
represented the capability range of the facility for this wave-
height due to bottom effect considerations and required wedge
displacement. For the set of wavelengths generated, for the
longer model, this corresponded to a range of wavelengths-to-
model lengths of 0.5–2.0 and a range of 1.0–4.0 for the shorter
model.
For each test frequency, we commanded the wavemaker to
oscillate at the requested frequency and required displacement
amplitude. After the waves had propagated sufficiently down
the tank and past the model, the data collection process started.
We collected data at 50 Hz for 60 s and the collection software
automatically wrote an ASCII time history file for data reduc-
tion later. The long collection length does potentially allow for
reflected waves to propagate back over the model, but the wave
absorbing beach at the end of the tow tank results in only a small
percentage of the incoming wave amplitude being reflected. The
testing order of the wave frequencies was done randomly and
each condition was tested three times to allow for an estimation
of the experimental repeatability uncertainty.
The effects of the sting on the measured data must be taken
into account. Once model testing was complete, we removed the
model from the test rig leaving only the sting in the tank. We re-
peated the same wave conditions and submergence depths while
collecting the resultant force and moment data from the sting.
This data set provided an estimate of the amplitude and phase,
relative to the incoming wave, of the surge force, heave force,
and pitch moment contribution from the sting. We removed the
contribution due to the sting during the data reduction process.
IV. DESCRIPTION OF DATA REDUCTION
A custom written MATLAB script performed the data analy-
sis. The script first performed the typical steps of removing the
electrical offset from the sensors, applying the appropriate gains
to each channel to convert the measured voltages to physical
units, and rotating the load cell axes to be aligned with the model
coordinate system. The model coordinate system is defined with
the origin at the midpoint of the model along the centerline
and with the positive x-axis toward the bow, the positive y-axis
toward port, and the positive z-axis pointing upward. Fig. 5
shows the model coordinate system.
Using the discrete fast Fourier transform, the software deter-
mined the wedge oscillation frequency, and consequently the











provided an estimate for the wave number k for each wave
generated. In (1), ω is the angular wave frequency, which is the
same as the wedge oscillation frequency, g is the gravitational
acceleration, ϕ = tanh(kH), H is the water depth, and aw is
the wave amplitude. The wavelength λ is estimated from the
wave number using k = 2π/λ.
At this point in the data reduction process, we had not esti-
mated the achieved waveheight yet so the calculation involving
(1) used the desired wave amplitude of 2.54 cm (1.0 in). Fig. 6
showed that 95% of the achieved waveheights varied by less
than ±0.54 cm (±0.213 in). If the achieved wave amplitude was
used in (1) instead of the desired value, then the wavelength
changes by a maximum of ±1.45% for the steepest waves. This
uncertainty decreases toward zero as the wavelength increases
and is less than ±0.10% for the longest wavelengths tested.
The software fit each wave time history signal η(x, t) in a
least-squares sense to the functional relationship
η(x, t) = A1 cos(kx− ω t) +B1 sin(kx− ω t) + C (2)
where A1 and B1 are the cosine and sine components of the
linear first-order amplitude, x is the probe location in the model
coordinate system, t is time, and C is the wave elevation offset.
The cosine and sine componentsA1 andB1 were converted to an
amplitude and phase formulation using trigonometric identities
to estimate the wave amplitude aw and wave phase angle φw.
The importance of including the spatial dependence in (2) is that
all three of the wave probe phases are then based on the same co-
ordinate system, with x = 0 at the model origin, and the phases
should therefore be equal within our measurement uncertainty.
This allowed us to estimate the phase of the incoming wave by
calculating a mean from the phases of the three probes.
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which is the third-order Stokes waveheight approximation. The
software used this approximation instead of simply twice the
wave amplitude since some of the shorter wavelengths tested
were quite steep. Klamo et al. [31] showed that the elevation
time history of these steep waves in the tow tank is approximated
very well by the third-order Stokes wave approximation. For
our shortest wavelength tested, using h = 2aw underpredicts
the waveheight by about 3%. As the wavelength increases, this
underprediction decreases such that at our longest wavelength
tested, the waveheight would have only been underpredicted by
0.16%.
Before determining the amplitude and phase of the load
channel signals, the analysis script removed the effect of the
sting from the as-measured forces and moments. The sting-only
testing results provided the force and moment amplitudes caused
by the sting and their phase relative to the incoming wave. The
script calculated the model surge forceFx,M (t) and model heave
force Fz,M (t) time histories using
Fx,M (t) = Fx,L(t)− aFx,S sin(−ω t+ φFx,S|w + φw)
Fz,M (t) = Fz,L(t)− aFz,S sin(−ω t+ φFz,S|w + φw) (4)
where Fx,L(t) and Fz,L(t) are the load cell as-measured surge
and heave force time histories, aFx,S and aFz,S are the sting
surge and heave force amplitudes, and φFx,S|w and φFz,S|w are
the sting surge and heave force phases relative to the incoming
wave phase.
Since the load cell was located above the model, the as-
measured pitch moment needs to be moved from the load cell
origin to the model origin along with having the sting effects
removed. The subsequent pitch moment results are reported
about the model origin, which corresponds to the center of
buoyancy. Fig. 5 includes the location of the model origin. The
analysis routine calculated the model pitch moment time history
My,M (t) using
My,M (t) = My,L(t)− aMy,S sin(−ω t+ φMy,S|w+ φw)
−  aFx,M sin(−ω t+ φFx,M |w + φw) (5)
where My,L(t) is the as-measured pitch moment, aMy,S is
the pitch moment amplitude of the sting, φMy,S|w is the pitch
moment phase of the sting relative to the incoming wave,  is
the z-component of the position vector pointing from the load
cell origin to the model origin, and aFx,M and φFx,M |w are the
amplitude and phase of the model surge force, respectively.
To estimate the amplitude and phase of the model forces
Fx,M (t) and Fz,M (t) and the pitch moment My,M (t), the
analysis software fit the time history data in a least-squares sense
to the functional relationship
f(0, t) = A1 cos(−ω t) +B1 sin(−ω t)
+A2 cos(−2ω t) +B2 sin(−2ω t) + C (6)
where A2 and B2 are the cosine and sine components of the
nonlinear double frequency term and C is the summation of
the load cell electrical offset and zero-frequency nonlinear load.
The spatial dependence for the load cell channels is absent
in (6) since the load cell is at x = 0 in the model coordinate
system.
The first-order linear loads corresponding to the A1 and B1
terms in (6) are the largest loads and were clearly present in our
data. For small man-portable underwater vehicles, such as the
General Dynamics SandShark or BAE Systems Riptide that have
diameters of 12.4 cm (4.875 in) and lengths less than 1.524 m
(60 in), these linear loads will affect the vehicle response and
are therefore of interest. However, since these loads occur at the
wave encounter frequency, for bigger underwater vehicles with
larger inertia, such as submarines, these loads do not affect the
vehicle response. For these larger vehicles, the lower frequency
nonlinear loads affect the vehicle response. One component of
these low-frequency nonlinear loads is the zero-frequency mean
loads, corresponding to part of the C term in (6). For the size of
models we tested, these mean nonlinear loads were small and fell
within our measurement uncertainty. The other component of
these low-frequency nonlinear loads is the frequency difference
loads that occur when multiple wave components are present.
Since we only tested single-component waves in this effort, these
loads were not present and are therefore not accounted for in (6).
In previous investigations, such as [21], Whitmer et al. studied
two-component waves and an additional term was included in
(6) to capture this nonlinear component. The final loads present
are the double-frequency nonlinear ones corresponding to theA2
and B2 terms in (6). These nonlinear loads are not only typically
small, but also at a sufficiently high frequency that neither small
nor large underwater vehicles respond to them. For the model
size we tested, again these loads were below our measurement
uncertainty.
Since (5) contains the sting-corrected model surge force am-
plitude and phase, which was only known after performing the
calculation of (6), the force and moment sting correction could
not be done simultaneously. Instead, the software corrected the
surge and heave force time histories for sting effects using (4)
and then determined the amplitude and phase of the model surge
and heave force using (6). Then, the software performed the
pitch moment time history correction for sting effects using (5)
followed by estimating the amplitude and phase of the model
pitch moment using (6) again.
The analysis software combined the cosine and sine portions
of the load amplitudes into model force and moment amplitudes
aFx,M , aFz,M , and aMy,M as well as the corresponding phase
anglesφFx,M ,φFz,M , andφMy,M relative to the incoming wave.
Finally, the analysis script nondimensionalized the model force











where ρ is the fluid density, Ao is the cross-sectional area at the
midpoint of the model, and L is the overall model length. This
formulation follows naturally from theoretical expressions for
the linear forces and moments derived in [6]. For our geometries,
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care must be taken with the Ao parameter. The cross-sectional
areas of the square and rectangular models were nearly identical
to that of the circular model, 103.23 to 102.58 cm2 (16.0 to
15.9 in2). However, since the asymmetric model was simply the
circular model with a half square on top, the cross-sectional area
was larger by 17.645 cm2 (2.735 in2), or roughly 17.1%. The
effects of the difference in cross-sectional area were captured by
having the specific Ao values of each model used in (7).
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As the aspect ratio of a rectangular cross-sectional body
changes, variations in the heave loading experienced by the body
will be driven by the balance between changes in the vertical
pressure gradient across the body and changes in the horizontal
planform area of the body over which the pressure acts. The
dynamic pressure changes exponentially with the vertical height
of the rectangle, whereas the planform area changes linearly with
the width of the rectangle. As the aspect ratio decreases, toward
a tall thin rectangle, the pressure gradient across the top and
bottom surfaces increases, but the area it acts over decreases.
As the aspect ratio increases, toward a short wide rectangle,
the opposite happens. The pressure gradient across the top and
bottom surfaces decreases, but the area it acts over increases.
From this instructive framework, we derive expressions to
predict the forces and moment on a submerged body and at-
tempt to understand the balance between pressure gradient and
planform area to predict whether a horizontal or vertical rect-
angle should experience larger wave-induced loads. Although
instructive, this simple framework has limitations. One such
example is an infinitely thin horizontal or vertical plate which
Lee and Newman [9] showed will both still experience nonlinear
second-order loads.
A. Aspect Ratio Effects: Heave Force
A well-known result from linear wave theory is that the
dynamic pressure Pd at a point in the fluid due to a passing







where the x and z coordinates are aligned with our model
coordinate system but with the origin at the calm water free
surface and H is the water depth (see, for instance, [32] or [33]).
If we assume that the presence of an underwater body only








× sin(kx− ωt)Mdx (9)
provides the periodic heave force on a rectangular cross-
sectional body, where C[X ] = cosh(k(X +H))/ cosh(kH), d
is the centerline depth,N is the height of the rectangle, and M is
the width. The aspect ratio of the rectangle is therefore, M/N ,
and the cross-sectional area is NM .
As noted earlier, more rigorous derivations of the loads on an
underwater body have been undertaken, such as [6] or [8], but
they were either restricted to circular cross sections or required
determining far-field radiation potentials. Our framework is not
intended to predict the actual loads but rather whether the loads
should increase or decrease relative to each other as the aspect








× sin(kL/2) sin(ωt) (10)
where the expression is nondimensionalized to be consistent
with the load coefficients given by (7).
Fig. 7(a) shows the predicted heave force amplitudes on three
different aspect ratio rectangular bodies with L
∗
= 5 using (10).
The three different colors correspond to three different centerline
depth to effective diameter ratios d∗ of 1.5, 2.0, and 3.0. The
three different line styles represent the three different aspect
ratio bodies. The solid line is an aspect ratio AR = 1 square
body, the dashed line corresponds to an aspect ratio AR = 4
horizontal rectangle body, and the dotted line represents an
aspect ratio AR = 1/4 vertical rectangle body. Equation (10)
was evaluated using the parameter values corresponding to the
models we tested, mainly a water depth H of 91.44 cm (36 in)
and rectangle heights N of 5.08, 10.16, and 20.32 cm (2, 4, and
8 in). According to (10), the force time history is an oscillating
force at the encounter frequency. Since we only care about the
amplitude of this force, this last term can be set to unity.
The figure shows that our framework predicts that for
λ/L < 4, the vertical rectangle experiences a slightly larger
force and the horizontal rectangle experiences a slightly smaller
force than the square. While for λ/L > 4, all three aspect ratios
experience the same loads. Fig. 7(b) more clearly shows this re-
sult by considering the percent difference of the two rectangular
bodies relative to the square body. Therefore, a positive percent
difference implies that the body of interest has a larger force
than the square body, whereas a negative value denotes that it
experiences a smaller force. The line style is the same between
the figures, the dashed line is the horizontal rectangle, whereas
the dotted line is the vertical rectangle. The framework predicts
that the percent difference at a given nondimensional wavelength
is the same at each depth. Since there is no predicted depth
dependence, there is only a single line visible for each body.
This behavior can be understood by looking at the ratio of
the heave forces on any two of the geometries using (10). For
instance, the ratio of the force on the horizontal rectangle Fz,H










for a given wave number k and model lengthL. The body heights
NH and NS can be expressed as multiples of an arbitrary unit
length δ so that NH = 2δ and NS = 4δ. Then, using the deep
water approximation ekz for C[z], (11) reduces to an expression
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Fig. 7. Theoretical results for heave force amplitudes using predictive frame-
work for bodies with various aspect ratios; S: square AR = 1, H: horizontal
rectangle AR = 4, and V: vertical rectangle AR = 1/4. (a) Theoretical results
for L
∗
= 5. (b) Percent difference of theoretical results.
involving hyperbolic sines. Finally, applying a double-angle







which can be easily evaluated at the limits of very short and very
long wavelengths.
For very short wavelengths, kδ → ∞ which, according to
(12), means that Fz,H/Fz,S → 0. Therefore, Fz,H << Fz,S .
On the other hand, for very long wavelengths, kδ → 0 making
Fz,H/Fz,S → 1 according to (12) and, therefore Fz,H ≈ Fz,S .
Using the same approach, the ratio of the heave force on the







which shows the same limiting behavior for short and long wave-
lengths as shown by the previous result. Considering all three
geometries, for short wavelengths, Fz,H << Fz,S << Fz,V ,
whereas for long wavelengths, Fz,H ≈ Fz,S ≈ Fz,V . Fig. 7(b)
matches this behavior for all three geometries.
It is well known that the vertical extent of wave motion is
dependent on its length. The typical approximation is that the
vertical extent is equal to half the wavelength. Equation (8) tells
us that the dynamic pressure changes exponentially from the
water surface to this depth. For short wavelengths, the vertical
extent of the wave is small and the full dynamic pressure range
must occur over this short vertical distance. If the height of the
body lies within this vertical range, then as the height of the body
increases, the pressure change across the top and bottom of the
body involves a large portion of the total dynamic pressure range
and thus increases exponentially. However, the planform area
over which this pressure acts only decreases linearly. Since the
pressure increases by a larger amount than the width decreases,
the framework predicts that the heave force will be greater on
the vertical rectangle than on the horizontal rectangle.
For long wavelengths, the vertical extent of the influence of
the wave is large and the full dynamic pressure range occurs over
a much larger vertical distance now. When the submerged body
height is considerably smaller than this distance, the pressure
change across the top and bottom of the body is small compared
to the total dynamic pressure range and changes roughly linearly
as suggested by the Taylor series approximation of the exponen-
tial function. As the height of the body increases, the pressure
difference across the body increases linearly while the planform
area still decreases linearly. Since the pressure increases by
roughly the same amount that the width decreases, the theory
predicts that the heave force will be roughly the same on the
vertical and horizontal rectangles.
Fig. 8 shows the effect that aspect ratio has on the linear
heave force amplitude according to the experimental results
for the L
∗
= 5 models. The data we show in Fig. 8(a) are the
experimental equivalent of the theoretical data in Fig. 7(a). For
the experimental results, the square data markers represent the
square cross-sectional model, the diamond markers show the
horizontal rectangle, and the upward triangle markers capture the
vertical rectangle results. Although tested, the nondimensional
depth of 2.0 results are not shown in this particular figure to
avoid overcrowding of the data but are shown in Fig. 8(b).
Fig. 8(a) also contains curve-fit trend lines for the data. The
solid line corresponds to the square model, the dashed line
captures the horizontal rectangle, and dotted line is for the
vertical rectangle. The functional form of the trend line is













= λ/L, and c1 through c3 are the fitting coefficients
determined by the least-squares fit process. The coefficients were
fit to the data using the curve-fitting toolbox in MATLAB. The
functional form was chosen to be consistent with theoretical
results for the linear forces derived in [6] and applied to a circular
geometry in [20].
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Fig. 8. Experimental results for heave force amplitudes for models with
various aspect ratios. S: square AR = 1, H: horizontal rectangle AR = 4,
and V: vertical rectangle AR = 1/4. (a) Experimental results for L∗ = 5 with
least-squares curve fits. (b) Percent difference of the experimental result curve
fits.
The experimental heave force amplitude results for our mod-
els show a similar dependence on wavelength that body-of-
revolution models have shown. There is little to no heave force
when the wavelength is approximately equal to the model length.
As wavelength increases, the heave force increases, reaches a
maximum, and then slowly decreases as wavelength is further
increased. The wavelength at which the maximum heave ampli-
tude occurs is dependent on the depth of the body and occurs at a
longer wavelength as the body depth increases. For the d∗ = 1.5
depth, the maximum heave amplitude occurs around λ/L = 2.5,
whereas for a d∗ = 3.0 depth, it occurs at a longer wavelength of
approximately λ/L = 4. This is why the d∗ = 1.5 results (red
data) appear to be decreasing in heave force amplitude, whereas
the d∗ = 3.0 results (blue data) are still increasing. Fig. 7(a)
shows that this same behavior is predicted by our framework.
Fig. 8(b) shows the percent difference of the heave force
amplitude for the horizontal and vertical rectangle models rel-
ative to the square cross-sectional model. The dashed line is
the percent difference of the horizontal rectangle relative to the
square, whereas the dotted line is the vertical rectangle relative
to the square. This is the same formatting as in Fig. 7(b), which
is the equivalent predicted results using our framework. Due to
dividing by extremely small force values around λ/L = 1, the
percent difference calculation has a singularity there. Therefore,
when considering the percent difference results, we focus on the
region λ/L > 1.5.
Fig. 8 shows that the experimental results are substantially
different than the predictions from our framework. The hori-
zontal rectangle model, with an aspect ratio of 4, experiences
a significantly larger heave force amplitude than the square
model at an identical depth for all the wavelengths tested. For
shorter wavelengths, the percent difference is around +125%
and decreases to around +100% for longer wavelengths. These
percent differences equate to the horizontal rectangle experi-
encing roughly twice the heave force amplitude as the square
model. Our framework predicted the opposite behavior for short
wavelengths, and for longer wavelengths, it predicted that the
force amplitudes would be the same for the horizontal rectangle
and square model.
The vertical rectangle, with an aspect ratio of 1/4, experiences
a significantly smaller heave force amplitude than the square
model. The percent difference is nearly constant across all wave-
lengths tested and is roughly−40%. This means that the vertical
rectangle experiences slightly more than half the heave force
amplitude than the square cross-sectional model experienced.
Again, this is opposite to the predictions from our framework
for short wavelengths. For longer wavelengths it predicted, the
force amplitudes for the vertical rectangle and square model
would be the same.
We can gain insight into the vertical pressure gradient across
the bodies by noting that the horizontal rectangle has twice the
planform area as the square model and the vertical rectangle have
half the planform area. These ratios are approximately equal to
the ratios of the experimentally measured forces between the
two rectangular models and the square model. This implies that
the vertical pressure gradient across all three models is roughly
the same even though the height of the two rectangular model is
different by a factor of four. We only state that it is roughly the
same because if the vertical pressure gradients were the same
then the percent difference of the vertical rectangle would be
−50% instead of −40%.
Although there are major differences between the experimen-
tal results and predictions from our framework, they do agree
on one aspect. Both results show that there is no significant
dependence on depth. Each pair of three curves in Fig. 8(b),
corresponding to the three depths tested, has nearly on top of
each other, especially for longer wavelengths.
B. Aspect Ratio Effects: Surge Force
Similar to our treatment of the heave force, our framework
can predict the surge force on a rectangular cross-sectional body.
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Using (8) and considering the pressure across the two end faces








× (sin(−kL/2− ωt)− sin(kL/2− ωt))Mdz
(15)
for the surge force on the body. After performing the integration








× sin(kL/2) cos(ωt) (16)
where S[X ] = sinh(k(X +H))/ cosh(kH).
The behavior of the predicted surge force amplitude, given
by (16), over a range of wavelengths is identical to the behavior
of the predicted heave force amplitudes shown in Fig. 7. The
predicted surge force is larger on the vertical rectangle and
smaller on the horizontal rectangle than on the square body for
short wavelengths. For long wavelengths, the predicted surge
force on all three aspect ratios is approximately the same. The
actual values of the predicted surge force amplitudes, although
similar, are slightly different owing to the presence of hyperbolic
sine terms in (16) compared to hyperbolic cosine terms in (10).
However the surge and heave force results are close since, for
a large enough argument, the hyperbolic cosine and hyperbolic
sine functions produce the same result.
This behavior can be explained using the same approach as
was done for the heave force. Like the hyperbolic cosine, the
deep water approximation of the hyperbolic sine term S[z] also
goes to ekz . The expression for the ratio of the surge forces
of the horizontal rectangle and square is identical to (12). The
expression for the ratio of the surge forces on the square to
the vertical rectangle is identical to (13). Then, according to
our framework, for very short wavelengths, Fx,H << Fx,S <<
Fx,V , and for long wavelengths, Fx,H ≈ Fx,S ≈ Fx,V .
Fig. 9 shows the experimentally measured effect that aspect
ratio has on the surge force for the L
∗
= 5 models. The data in
Fig. 9(a) are the amplitude of the nondimensional linear surge
force. The formatting of the figure is the same as in Fig. 8(a). The
figure contains trend lines that are fit to the experimental data
in a least-squares sense using the function from (14). We again
highlight the percent difference of each of the two rectangular
models relative to the square model in Fig. 9(b). The formatting
of this figure is the same as in Fig. 8(b).
The experimental results show the same behavior that the
predicted results from our framework show. For both rectangular
models, the percent difference relative to the square geometry is
large for short wavelengths and decreases toward zero as wave-
length increases. The vertical rectangle results are very similar to
the theoretical results shown in Fig. 7(b). The percent difference
rapidly decreases to approximately −2.5% and is fairly constant
Fig. 9. Experimental results for surge force amplitudes for models with various
aspect ratios. S: squareAR = 1, H: horizontal rectangleAR = 4, and V: vertical
rectangle AR = 1/4. (a) Experimental results for L∗ = 5 with least-squares
curve fits. (b) Percent difference of the experimental result curve fits.
for nondimensional wavelengths greater than 2. The horizontal
rectangle geometry behavior is not as well predicted by our
framework. As wavelength increases, the percent difference does
decrease, but it does so in a continual manner over the entire
wavelength range tested. At the longest wavelengths tested, the
percent difference is around −7.5%.
Fig. 9 shows that for nondimensional wavelengths greater than
roughly 1.5, the vertical rectangular model experiences only a
slightly smaller surge force than the square model. On the other
hand, the horizontal model experiences a smaller surge force
than the square and vertical rectangular models. Therefore, the
surge force on a rectangular cross-sectional shaped underwater
vehicle can be reduced by increasing the aspect ratio. We showed
previously that such a change would also increases the heave
force on the vehicle however.
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C. Aspect Ratio Effects: Pitch Moment
Using our framework again, we predict the pitch moment on








× x sin(kx− ωt)Mdx (17)
provides the pitching moment on the rectangular body. All the
terms have been defined previously. We evaluated the integral








× ((kL/2) cos (kL/2)− sin (kL/2)) cos(ωt)
(18)
where the extra length term in the nondimensional moment
coefficient is L, the total length of the model.
Since C[−d] goes to e−kd for deep water, this expression has
the same terms as the expression obtained in [20] for a circular
cylinder with flat-end faces. Although our expression may be off
by a scale factor, this shows the usefulness of our framework.
Since all the terms are present, it should be able to predict the
general behavior of the three models to the same extent that the
potential flow singularity solution will. Of course this does not
ensure that either are necessarily accurate, just that they have
the same functional terms.
The pitch moment predictions from (18) show the same
behavior that the heave and surge force results did. For short
wavelengths, i.e., for λ/L < 4, the vertical rectangle has a larger
pitch moment amplitude and the horizontal rectangle has a
smaller pitch moment amplitude compared to the pitch moment
amplitude on the square cross section. For longer wavelengths,
the pitch moments of all three cross-sectional models are the
same, making the percent difference goes to zero. The fact that
our framework predicts the same behavior for the pitch moment
as it does for the heave force is not surprising since the pitching
moment is modeled as the heave force acting over a moment
arm.
Fig. 10 contains the experimental results showing the effects
that rectangular aspect ratio have on the linear pitch moment
amplitude for the L
∗
= 5 models. The formatting of the figure
is the same as in Figs. 8 and 9. The nondimensional depth of
2.0 results are not shown in Fig. 10(a) to avoid overcrowding of
the data. However, Fig. 10(b) does contain the results for that
depth. Each data set in Fig. 10(a) has an associated trendline
shown that was curve fit to the experimentally measured data.
The functional relationship for these trendlines is slightly more





















where c1 through c5 are the fitting coefficients and the values are
determined by the least-squares fitting process. This functional
Fig. 10. Experimental results for pitch moment amplitudes for models with
various aspect ratios. S: square AR = 1, H: horizontal rectangle AR = 4, and
V: vertical rectangle AR = 1/4. (a) Experimental results for L∗ = 5 with least-
square curve fits. (b) Percent difference of experimental result curve fits.
form was driven by the theoretical results in [20], but the pitch
moment prediction from our framework (18) also contains the
same terms as well.
Unlike the forces, Fig. 10(b) shows that the percent differ-
ences for the pitch moments do not have a singularity at 1.
This is because the zero pitch moment does not occur at a
nondimensional wavelength of 1, instead occurring around a
nondimensional wavelength of 0.7. Therefore, the pitch moment
percent differences are well behaved as they approach λ/L = 1
unlike the force ones that diverge rapidly.
The experimental results in Fig. 10 highlight that the pitch
moment also does not behave according to the predictions
from our framework. For the vertical rectangle, the percent
difference of the pitch moment, relative to the square geometry,
is fairly constant over the entire range of wavelengths tested.
The vertical rectangle experiences roughly −30% to −20% less
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pitch moment than the square geometry at any of the depths
tested. For the heave force, the percent difference of the vertical
rectangle was −40% less. Since the percent difference of the
pitch moment is less than for the heave force, this implies that
the center of pressure has moved closer to the origin for the
vertical rectangle compared to the square model.
For the horizontal rectangle, the experimental results show
that the percent difference decreases fairly smoothly over the
entire range of wavelengths tested. For shorter wavelengths, the
percent difference from the square model is anywhere between
+60% and +90% depending on the depth tested. As the wave-
length increases, the magnitude of this difference decreases and
is roughly +40% to +50% for the longest wavelengths tested.
The percent difference of the heave force for the horizontal rect-
angle also decreased as wavelength increased. For the longest
wavelengths tested, the percent difference appeared to level off
and was roughly +100%. Since the percent difference of the
pitch moment is considerably less, this implies that the center of
pressure also moves closer to the origin compared to the square
geometry, similar to the vertical rectangle.
D. Symmetry Effects
We also explored the role that cross-sectional symmetry plays
on altering the loads on an underwater vehicle. For this portion
of the investigation, the baseline model was the circular cylinder
instead of the square model. Therefore, the percent difference
figures and results are relative to the circular cylinder.
Fig. 11 contains the experimental results and shows the effect
that body symmetry has on the linear heave force amplitude.
Fig. 11(a) contains the experimental data from the L
∗
= 5
models. In the figure, the circle data markers correspond to
the circular cylinder model, the square data markers represents
the square cross-sectional model, and the downward triangle
markers capture the asymmetric model results. The figure shows
three different model centerline depths that were tested and are
denoted using different colors. The results are shown over a
range of nondimensional wavelengths.
Fig. 11(a) also contains a curve-fit trend line for each data set.
The solid line corresponds to the circular cylinder model data,
the dashed line represents the square model data, and the dotted
line captures the asymmetric model data. The functional form
of these force trendlines is the same as for the aspect ratio study,
and is given by (14).
Fig. 11(b) shows the percent difference of the heave force
amplitude for the square and asymmetric models relative to
the circular cylinder. In the figure, the dashed line corresponds
to the square model and the dotted line represents the asym-
metric model, which matches the trendline convention used in
Fig. 11(a).
The experimental results in Fig. 11(b) of the square model
relative to the circular cylinder show similar behavior trends
that were seen previously in the aspect ratio study. Namely,
for short wavelengths, the percent difference is large, and as
the wavelength increases, the percent difference decreases and
remains fairly constant. From Fig. 11(b), the square model
Fig. 11. Experimental results for heave force amplitudes for models with
varying amounts of symmetry. C: circle, S: square, and A: asymmetric. (a) Ex-
perimental results forL
∗
= 5with least-squares curve fits. (b) Percent difference
of the experimental result curve fits.
experiences roughly +10% to +20% larger heave forces at the
nondimensional depths tested. The heave force square model
results appear to show a possible depth dependence. However,
the surge force and pitch moment results for the square model do
not show this dependence. Neither do any of the load results for
the asymmetric model. Therefore, while there may be a depth
dependence effect for the heave force on a square model, this
could also simply be due to the uncertainty of the experimental
data.
From the aspect ratio study, we determined that the pressure
gradient across the three aspect ratio rectangular models was
roughly the same. The circular model has a planform projected
width of 11.430 cm (4.5 in), whereas the square model has a
planform width of 10.16 cm (4 in), roughly 12% smaller than
the circular model. Based on the aspect ratio study findings, we
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would therefore expect the square model to experience a smaller
heave force than the circular model. Instead, it experiences a
larger force. This suggests that the vertical pressure gradient
across the square model is larger than that across the circular
model and our aspect ratio study finding regarding the vertical
pressure gradient being roughly constant cannot be generalized
to body-of-revolution geometries.
The experimental results for the asymmetric model in
Fig. 11(b) also show a large percent difference for short
wavelengths and that it decreases as the wavelength increases.
However, unlike the square model heave force results, the per-
cent difference appears to continually decrease as wavelength
increases instead of reaching a roughly constant value. For
the asymmetric model, the percent difference from the circular
model is between +20% to +25% around a nondimensional
wavelength of 1.5 and decreases to roughly +8% to +12% for
nondimensional wavelengths of 4.
We next examine the surge force from the symmetry study.
Fig. 12 contains the experimental results for the L
∗
= 5 models.
The formatting of the data markers, trendlines, and colors for
Fig. 12(a) is the same as in Fig. 11(a), whereas Fig. 12(b) is
formatted the same way as Fig. 11(b). The general behavior
of the experimental results is consistent with the predictions
from our framework, but the experiments show that the percent
differences do not approach zero as the wavelengths increase.
This constant offset was also observed in the aspect ratio study.
The experimental results in Fig. 12(a) for nondimensional
wavelengths greater than 1.5 show that the asymmetric model ex-
periences the largest surge force of the three models. The square
model experiences a slightly larger surge force than the circular
baseline model. Fig. 12(b) quantifies how much larger these
surge force amplitude are. For nondimensional wavelengths
greater than 2, the square model experiences roughly +5%
more surge force than the circular cylinder. For nondimensional
wavelengths around 2, the asymmetric model experiences ap-
proximately +10% to +15% more surge force than the circular
cylinder. As wavelengths increase, the additional surge force
on the asymmetric model decreases, and at a nondimensional
wavelength of roughly 4, the asymmetric model experiences
roughly +5% more surge force than the circular model, which
is the same amount as in the square model.
By returning to the predictions for surge force from our
framework given by (16), we demonstrate one final interesting
observation. If we assume deep water, then the hyperbolic sine
terms, denoted as S[·], can be replaced with the deep water
exponential expression. These exponential terms can be factored
and then the e±kN/2 terms replaced with their Taylor series ap-
proximations of 1± kN/2 + · · · so that the S[·] terms together
result in the term kNe−kd. Equation (16) then becomes





exp (−kd) cos (ωt) (20)
which is identical to the expression obtained in [20] for a
circular cylinder with flat-end faces since k = 2π/λ and ω is the
wave encounter frequency since there is no forward speed. This
remarkable result essentially says that, according to the potential
flow singularity solution derived by Cummins, the surge force
Fig. 12. Experimental results for surge force amplitudes for models with
varying amounts of symmetry. C: circle, S: square, and A: asymmetric. (a) Ex-
perimental results forL
∗
= 5with least-squares curve fits. (b) Percent difference
of the experimental result curve fits.
on a submerged body-of-revolution results from pressure acting
on the bow and stern faces that is equivalent to the pressure field
that exists if the body is not present. Essentially, the pressure
field is only altered over the body and not at the bow or stern
faces and the cross-sectional geometry does not matter. It is only
wavelength and submergence depth dependent. Since our nondi-
mensional coefficient contains the cross-sectional area, the surge
force amplitude coefficient for the circle, square, and asymmetric
models should be identical and the percent difference of both
models relative to the circular cylinder should be zero according
to our framework result. However, our experimental results
confirm that the cross-sectional geometry does in fact matter.
For the pitch moment, Fig. 13 shows the experimental results
for the L
∗
= 5 models over a range of nondimensional wave-
lengths. The formatting of the data markers, trendlines, and col-
ors for the figure is the same as the previously discussed figures
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Fig. 13. Experimental results for pitch moment amplitudes for models with
varying amounts of symmetry. C: circle, S: square, and A: asymmetric. (a) Ex-
perimental results forL
∗
= 5with least-squares curve fits. (b) Percent difference
of the experimental result curve fits.
showing the heave and surge force results. In Fig. 13(a), all
three depths show that the square model experiences the largest
pitch moment for a given wavelength greater than λ/L = 1.5.
The asymmetric model appears to experience roughly the same
pitch moment as the circular cylinder model. By looking at the
percent difference plot of Fig. 13(b), the behavior of the square
and asymmetric model described above is more clear.
The pitch moment percent difference of the square model
relative to the circular cylinder is fairly constant over the wave-
lengths tested and has a value around +10% for all three depths
tested. The asymmetric model initially has a large percent differ-
ence for short wavelengths. However, for λ/L > 2, the percent
difference is less than +2.5%.
For the longest wavelengths tested, the percent difference
curves for the asymmetric model show a slight upward trend.
We believe that this is due to the extrapolation of the trendlines
for these longest wavelengths. Only pitch moment data points
up to λ/L ≈ 3.5 were used for the curve fits compared to data
up to λ/L ≈ 4 for the force data curve fits. This was due to the
larger amount of uncertainty in the pitch moment data for our
longest wavelengths, and consequently the resulting curve fits
as well. The uncertainty stems from the two corrections that
are applied to the pitch moment data compared to only one
correction for the heave or surge force data. The force data only
had the sting effects removed, whereas the pitch moment had
a sting correction and an origin translation applied. The origin
translation required knowledge of the surge force on the model,
which meant that the uncertainty on the surge force causes a
larger pitch moment uncertainty.
E. Discussion of Slenderness Effects
According to the predictions from our framework and the
more rigorous potential flow singularity solution from Cum-
mins, the length-to-diameter of the model does not matter as
long as the model is “slender” enough. Assuming the submerged
body is slender enough, the two theories show that the loads only
depend on the ratio of the wavelength to the model length, the
model depth to wavelength, and the cross-sectional area of the
model. The length and diameter are both important parameters,
but their ratio is not so long as it is large enough.
To explore if any “slenderness” effects existed in our data,
a longer model, with L
∗
= 10, was also tested with the same
five cross-sectional shapes and at the same depths of submer-
gence. Due to the frequency operating limits of our facility
when generating waves, this longer model was tested over a
nondimensional wavelength range of 0.5 < λ/L < 2.0. Overall,
the results from this longer model were consistent with all the
results for the shorter,L
∗
= 5, model discussed. Therefore, there
does not appear to be a slenderness dependence over the range
of model lengths tested for any of the cross-sectional shapes
investigated.
F. Cross-Sectional Shape Effects on Phase
Although the amplitudes of the linear oscillatory loads are
the primary interest, if the actual load time history relative to an
incoming wave is desired, the phase of the load of interest must
also be known. Therefore, we investigated the phase of each of
our three loads relative to the incoming wave phase.
Fig. 14 shows the load phases, relative to the incoming wave
phase, from the aspect ratio study. Fig. 14(a) shows the results
for the heave force, Fig. 14(b) captures the surge force phase,
and Fig. 14(c) highlights the phase of the pitch moment. The data
marker symbols are the same as used previously; square marker
for the square cross section, diamond shape for the horizontal
rectangle, and upward pointing triangle for the vertical rectangle.
All three submergence depths are included and denoted by the
same colors used in the previous figures as well. These figures
contain the results from the longerL
∗
= 10 model and the shorter
L
∗
= 5 model. Although the data presentation does not delineate
between the two model lengths, each one is the sole contributor
to the data in certain ranges. The L
∗
= 10 model is the only data
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Fig. 14. Experimentally measured heave force, surge force, and pitch moment
phases relative to the incoming wave phase for aspect ratio results of L
∗
= 5
and 10. (a) Heave force phase. (b) Surge force phase. (c) Pitch moment phase.
in the nondimensional wavelength 0.5 < λ/L < 1 region. The
L
∗
= 5 model data are the sole contributor in the nondimensional
wavelength 2 < λ/L < 4 region.
The solid horizontal lines in Fig. 14 at −180°, 0°, 90°, and
270° represent the theoretical relative phases determined in [6]
at different wavelengths. The dashed vertical lines highlight the
theoretical nondimensional wavelengths where the phase transi-
tions occur. The theoretical results require a body-of-revolution
geometry so they were calculated for the circular cylinder
model with hemispheric end caps that we used. The location
of each vertical line is dependent on the length-to-diameter of
the model. However, the location change caused by the two
length-to-diameter ratio models that we are showing is small.
Furthermore, the effect that a non-body-of-revolution has on the
placement of these theoretical lines is unknown, so we are not
concerned with their exact placement.
The experimental results show that the relative phase for all
three loads depend on if the incoming wavelength is greater than
or less than the body length. However, the actual relative phase of
any of the loads in a given region is different from the other two in
that region. The heave force is in phase with the incoming wave
for wavelengths roughly less than the body length. However,
for wavelengths greater than the body length, the heave force
is 180° out of phase with the incoming wave. The surge force
actually leads the incoming wave by 90° when the wavelength
is less than the body length, but then flips to following the wave
by 90° for wavelengths greater than the body length. The pitch
moment follows by 90° for shorter wavelengths, but then flips
to leading by 90° for longer wavelengths.
There does not appear to be any dependence on the actual
model aspect ratio regarding the phase. For a given nondi-
mensional wavelength, the phase of a particular load is the
same for all three aspect ratio geometries. This is shown in
all three figures by noting that the three different data markers
essentially lie on top of each other. There also appears to be no
depth dependence on the phase results either. The three different
colors, corresponding to each of the depths, lie on top of each
other as well. Finally, the phase behavior of all three aspect
ratio geometries closely follows the theoretical predictions for
a body-of-revolution determined in [6]. This suggests that the
phase is not dependent on the actual model geometry either.
Although not shown, the phase results from the symmetry study
showed the same behavior as the aspect ratio results. This
further confirms that the phase is very insensitive to the actual
cross-sectional geometry of the underwater vehicle.
VI. SAMPLE PRACTICAL APPLICATION
To show a practical application of this work, we demonstrate
how to predict the linear wave-induced loads on the NPS ARIES
vehicle shown in Fig. 1. The vehicle is 0.4 m (15.748 in) wide
with a height of 0.25 m (9.843 in) and a length of 3 m (9.843 ft).
The aspect ratio of the vehicle is 1.6. Our prediction for a given
vehicle using our results will not be exact due to differences
in control surfaces, propulsors, and bow and stern end shapes.
However, it should provide a reasonable estimate that could be
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used during the design process to determine the aspect ratio of
the vehicle and size of the control surfaces.
The derivations in [6] and [20] showed that the two dominant
nondimensional parameters for relating nondimensional load
coefficients across different size vehicles with the same cross-
sectional geometry are λ/L and d/λ. If each of these quantities
is the same for both vehicles, then each of the nondimensional
load coefficients should be identical. These two quantities
will be the same across two vehicles provided that d/L is
the same.
The first step in the prediction process is to generate co-
efficient mappings as a function of aspect ratio for various
nondimensional wavelengths or nondimensional depths. In our
example, we chose to use a nondimensional wavelength of 2
and allow the nondimensional depth to vary. However, the depth
could be fixed and the nondimensional wavelength allowed to
vary just as easily.
Fig. 15(a) shows the mapping for the heave force amplitude
coefficient. The data points at aspect ratios of 0.25, 1.00, and 4.00
are data from our three models. The data for the three deepest
submergence curves come directly from evaluating the curve fits
in Fig. 8(a) at a nondimensional wavelength of 2. The second set
of data shown for a depth of d/L = 0.30 come from ourL
∗
= 10
model test results. The agreement between the two coefficients
at each aspect ratio for this depth supports our methodology that
d/L is the important quantity to consider to relate different size
vehicles. The two shallower depth results also come from the
L
∗
= 10 model test results. The dashed lines shown in Fig. 15(a)
are linear trendlines fit in a least-squares sense to each set of d/L
data points. Fig. 15(b) shows the same mapping but for the pitch
moment on the vehicle obtained from Fig. 10(a) and ourL
∗
= 10
test results. It was generated in the same manner as in Fig. 15(a).
The second step is to estimate the load amplitude coefficients
at each depth for the aspect ratio of interest. The amplitude
coefficient values for the heave force and pitch moment on the
NPS ARIES vehicle are estimated by evaluating the trendlines
at an aspect ratio of 1.6 in Fig. 15(a) and (b). The solid vertical
line in both figures denotes this aspect ratio value.
The final step is to take the estimated load amplitude coef-
ficients and convert them to physical forces and moments per
unit waveheight using the dimensions of the vehicle of interest.
Equation (10) provides the relationship between the coefficient
and physical force while (18) does the same for moment. We
are provided the vehicle length L and can calculate the cross-
sectional area Ao from the given vehicle dimensions for use
in these relationships. We do not evaluate the relationships for
a particular waveheight, instead leaving the result scaled by
waveheight.
Fig. 16(a) and (b) shows the estimated heave force and pitch
moment on the vehicle per unit waveheight. The red circle data
points and curves show the estimated heave force and pitch
moment on the NPS ARIES vehicle at various depths for a
wavelength of twice the vehicle length. Since the heave force and
pitch moment go linearly with waveheight, the physical force
and moment for any waveheight is straightforward to estimate.
For example, our results show that for a 0.25-m (0.820-ft)
waveheight, at a centerline depth of 0.5 m (1.640 ft), the NPS
Fig. 15. Heave force and pitch moment amplitude coefficient mappings from
experimental results at λ/L = 2 for various nondimensional depths. (a) CFz
mapping. (b) CMy mapping.
ARIES vehicle would experience an oscillating heave force with
an amplitude of nearly 475 N (106.8 lb) and an oscillating pitch
moment with an amplitude of roughly 325 N·m (239.7 ft·lb).
A wave twice the length of the vehicle would have a period
of roughly 2 s, which would most likely cause the vehicle to
respond to this loading.
Fig. 16(a) and (b) also contains the load predictions for a
vehicle with aspect ratios of 1.000 and 0.625. These provide
estimates of how much the loads could be reduced through a
more strategic choice of the aspect ratio. The aspect ratio of
0.625 was chosen because it corresponds to simply rotating
the vehicle onto its side. As the centerline depth increases and
the loads decrease, the benefit of a smaller aspect ratio body
decreases as well. However, at very shallow depths, significant
decreases in the heave force and pitch moment can be realized. In
our example, having the NPS ARIES in a vertical configuration
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Fig. 16. Estimated heave force and pitch moment amplitudes per unit wave-
height at λ/L = 2 for various nondimensional depths on the NPS ARIES
vehicle, AR = 1.600, and two other aspect ratios, 1.000 and 0.625, but the
same cross-sectional area. (a) Estimated heave force amplitude. (b) Estimated
pitch moment amplitude.
instead of a horizontal one would decrease the heave force
by roughly 40% and the pitch moment by roughly 30% at a
centerline depth of 0.5 m. Of course, as our aspect ratio study
results showed, the aspect ratio change would come with a slight
increase in surge force.
VII. CONCLUSION
Using the dynamic pressure under a regular wave, a frame-
work was constructed to predict the heave force, surge force,
and pitch moment on an underwater vehicle with a rectangu-
lar cross-sectional shape of varying aspect ratio. Although the
framework assumed that the presence of the body did not alter
the pressure field, the resulting expressions contained the exact
same terms found in the more rigorous formulation constructed
by Cummins using singularities in potential flow. Surprisingly,
the surge force expression was identical to the more rigorously
derived expression. Using our framework, we found that all three
loads were predicted to depend on the aspect ratio of the vehicle
for short wavelengths, with the vertical rectangle experiencing
the largest loads and the horizontal rectangle experiences the
smallest loads. For longer wavelengths, the loads were predicted
to be the same on all three aspect ratios.
From the experimental results of our aspect ratio study, we
found that the heave force behavior does not agree with the pre-
dictions from our framework. The horizontal, AR = 4, model
experienced roughly twice the heave force amplitude than the
square, AR = 1, model did. The square model, in turn, expe-
rienced almost twice the heave force amplitude as the vertical,
AR = 1/4, model did. The difference in the amplitude of the
heave forces across the three aspect ratios closely follows the
difference in the planform areas of the models. The surge force,
on the other hand, showed a convergence of the amplitude of the
forces on the three different models as wavelength increased as
suggested by our predictions. However, only the horizontal and
vertical rectangles converged to the same surge force, which was
smaller than the surge force on the square model. Like the heave
force, the pitch moment behavior did not follow the predictions
from our framework either. This was expected since the pitch
moment is driven by the heave force acting at some distance
from the model origin. However, the percent differences of the
amplitudes of the pitch moments for the horizontal and vertical
rectangles were smaller than the percent differences of the corre-
sponding heave force amplitudes. This implies that not only were
the heave force amplitudes different on these models compared
to the square model, but the location they acted at to create the
moment was also closer to the midpoint of the two models.
We also examined possible effects that body symmetry has
on the wave-induced loads. Our experimental results showed
that symmetry only altered the loads slightly, and less so than
changing from a body-of-revolution to a non-body-of-revolution
geometry. For long enough wavelengths, the square and asym-
metric model experienced roughly the same heave and surge
forces and these were noticeably larger than the corresponding
forces on the body-of-revolution circular cylinder. However, the
pitch moment was surprising because it showed that only the
square model experienced a larger moment. The pitch moment
on the asymmetric model was very similar to that of the circular
cylinder. This suggests that the application point of the heave
force causing the moment is sensitive to cross-sectional shape.
By performing the experiments using two models, one with a
length-to-diameter of 5 and the other 10, we observed that these
results are not sensitive to the specific slenderness of the model,
at least over the range investigated. Also, there did not appear to
be any noticeable depth dependence on the percent difference
results. Finally, the phase of the loading relative to the incoming
wave does not appear to depend on slenderness ratio, depth, or
any of the cross-sectional shaped geometries that we tested. It
is well predicted by earlier theoretical work using potential flow
with singularities.
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